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NORTH WELLINGTON ONSLOW ‘TDP’ PURPOSE

To continue development of young footballers coming out of skill acquisition phase and expand to
teaching of the 4 ‘Main Moments’ of the game.

NORTH WELLINGTON ONSLOW  ‘TDP’ OBJECTIVE

To develop young footballers with great understanding of the game, and the ability to follow tactics
and execute game plans to desired level. To prepare players for the performance phase of their
development wh

NORTH WELLINGTON ONSLOW  ‘TDP’ CURRICULUM STRUCTURE

The Curriculum focuses on the four moments in the game. It is divided into two development
phases: the ‘Game Training Phase’ and the ‘Performance Phase’. The Game Training phase is
designed to enable players to learn how to use the core skills they developed in the Skill Acquisition
phase to play the game within the structure of 11 v 11. This will help prepare players for the
Performance Phase when they reach senior football. As players progress into the senior framework
the foundation of practice completed at the 13-18 year age groups should give them the ability and
confidence to play in line with New Zealand Football’s philosophy in the context of the modern
football game.
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NORTH WELLINGTON ONSLOW  ‘TDP’ CURRICULUM STRUCTURE

At the ‘Game Training’ phase players develop an understanding of the Key Principles, Team Tasks
and Player tasks within all four Main Moments, as well as consistently improving the core skills
within the team setting.

In order to develop confident and creative players, as well as attacking and effective style of football, the 
greater emphasis is put on an Attacking Moment of the game. The transition moments are incorporated 
in attacking and defending sessions so the players can understand the link between the main moments. 
Although defending is not prioritised in the ‘Game Training’ phase, it is still covered in great detail. 

TRAINING STRUCTURE

North Wellington Onslow  Talent Development Programme sessions are designed using the Game Training
methodology. All four Main Moments will be evident, however, there will be a specific focus on a
Key Principle within a particular Main Moment from when the player arrives at practice until they
leave. This will result in players understanding how to execute the key principle in the context of the
whole game.

TRAINING DESIGN

All North Wellington Onslow  Academy training sessions have scenarios that players will face in the game. 
The
sessions are challenging with clear player and team tasks incorporated, as well as degree of
opposition to overcome in order to achieve set tasks.
Training sessions are divided in four parts that are all linked to one of the main moments and key
principle within that moment. Preparation for each training session through thorough warm up.

FIFA 11+ WARM UP

Players arrive 30 minutes prior to training & perform the FIFA 11+ in order to prepare
themselves for the training
It is designed to be delivered by the team coach or by the players.
It incorporates running, active stretching, balance and strengthening exercises.
Wherever possible, include a ball.
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PASSING PRACTICE
This time is used to prepare the players for the upcoming activity, technically and mentally,
as well as physically.

This time is also used to introduce the tactical theme of the session, providing hidden
learning and introducing the specific passing, first touch and football-related movements designed
to help achieve the session objective.

POSITIONING GAME
The theme is developed by the introduction of limited opposition, providing opportunities
for appropriate perception, decision and execution in a realistic setting.

Passing practices with added game-related resistances.

Designed to further develop passing and first touch under pressure.

Players are now required to develop, improve or reinforce their positioning, handling speed
and decision-making.

They are always opposed, but usually with numerical superiority to the attacking team. The
degree of opponent resistance can be gradually increased.

The coach structures the exercise to encourage specific behaviours and achieve specific
outcomes, related to the session objective.

GAME TRAINING
Specific and game-related exercises designed to develop, improve or reinforce team
understanding and player roles.

Has direction and includes realistic opposition that can be gradually increased.

Is situated in the area of the field where the desired actions usually take place.

Challenges such as modifications and constraints can be placed on the players (corridors,
additional boundary lines, limited touches, restricted areas, etc).

Each team plays towards targets (small goal, big goal, cross a line in possession, etc).

TRAINING GAME
A game involving two even teams (or a neutral player

working with the team in possession) used to conclude the session.

These should involve teams with even numbers or one neutral so the team in possession has
a one person advantage.

Goals for both teams (either big or small goals).

The 4 main moments for both teams (attack, defend, transition).

Players in game-specific positions and areas.

A real game or a section of it, with as many of the 11v11 rules present as possible.
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ANNUAL TRAINING PLAN

North Wellington Talent Development Program is 36 weeks long. The training is planned in 6 weeks cycles.
This enables coaches to asses players development progress over a longer period of time, and
players have longer to become proficient at certain aspects of the game. As per FC playing
philosophy, more time is devoted to attacking aspects of the game then it is to defending and
transitions.

  Attacking

  Defending

  Transition
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PLAYERS FEEDBACK

The players receive 4 feedbacks a year. The feedbacks include evaluation of their technical ability,
and general attitude at training and games. Any additional feedbacks during the season are at the
coach’s discretion. At the same time of receiving coach’s feedback, the players and their parents will
be given the opportunity to give their feedback to the coach regarding the quality of the program,
coaching, and the player’s general feelings regarding the participation in the training program.
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LONG TERM PLAYER DEVELOPMENT

Coaches will develop our footballers as people as well as players and the focus oftraining will cover all
areas of the four corner model.The Technical, Tactical, Mental and Physical components are
distinguishable but not separable.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A YOUTH FOOTBALLER

TECHNICAL / TACTICAL

Youth players need the opportunity to practice learnt techniques in activities that involve decision
making and problem solving

Fundamental movements / basic techniques are acquired and players will want to apply these in skill
activities

Due to the grasp of basic techniques, players should be more likely to perform these under
competitive conditions

The idea of “team” will be well established, with players having a basic understanding of tactical set
ups and positional roles and responsibilities

MENTAL

Players are faced with a transition from the smaller form of the game to 11v11 at youth level. This
can be challenging and affect decision making as well as introduce tactical problems to solve.

With more competitive fixtures in the youth space, anxiety in players may be heightened resulting in
different reactions to familiar scenarios.

Players are capable of making informed decisions and value the opportunity to share ideas.

PHYSICAL

The issue of growth and development is heightened at this age, as players can experience rapid
changes to their body. The perception of a player’s potential ability should be considered with this in
mind.

Youth players face a higher risk of injuries, especially overuse ones as muscle and bone can grow at
different rates

Athleticism becomes increasingly important due to larger size of pitches and the introduction of
competition.

SOCIAL / EMOTIONAL

As young players seek emotional autonomy from their parents, friends and peers become more
significant. In some cases, this may mean that there are more distractions away from the football
environment.

Are more willing to take part in peer interaction, forming bonds and relationships with people in
their age group

Wish to be treated as an adult and have formed opinions already


